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Pools By Jordan In Largo FL � What
is the Best Type of Above Ground
Pool?  
Welcome to the sunny side of Florida life, where the addition of a perfect pool can 
transform your backyard into a year-round vacation spot. If you’re considering an 
above ground pool, Pools By Jordan in Largo, FL is your go-to guide. But what is the 
best type of above ground pool for your space, budget, and lifestyle? Let’s dive in 
and find out!

Why Choose Above Ground Pools?
Above ground pools offer numerous advantages. They are generally less expensive 
and easier to install than their in-ground counterparts. Plus, they come in a variety 
of sizes and styles that can be tailored to fit your garden’s aesthetics and your 
family’s needs.

Understanding Different Types of Above Ground 
Pools
When it comes to selecting an above ground pool, you have several options:

Resin Pools: These are known for their durability and corrosion resistance, a wise 
choice for saltwater enthusiasts.

Steel Pools: If you’re looking for strength and sturdiness, steel pools are your best 
bet, particularly in regions with harsh weather.
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Hybrid Pools: Combining the benefits of both resin and steel, hybrid pools are 
becoming a popular choice for their longevity and aesthetic flexibility.

Inflatable Pools: Perfect for temporary setups, these are cost-effective and easy to 
store away during off-seasons.

The Durability Factor
Choosing a pool that lasts is just as important as its looks. Resin pools, for instance, 
resist sun damage and moisture better than most, which means they’re a great 
option for Florida’s humid, sunny climate.

Size and Shape Options
Depending on the size of your yard and the landscape, you might opt for a round, 
rectangular, or oval pool. Each shape has its benefits, such as the ease of 
installation or the efficient use of space.

Material Choices
The material of your pool impacts not just the cost but also the maintenance. Vinyl-
lined pools are cost-effective and have a softer surface, whereas aluminum pools 
are tough and resist oxidation.

Installation Process
Installation might vary based on the type of pool. Typically, above ground pools 
require a flat surface and can be set up in just a few days, making them a quick 
solution to beat the Florida heat.

Cost Considerations
The cost of above ground pools can range significantly based on size, material, and 
additional features. Setting a budget beforehand can help you make an informed 
decision without breaking the bank.

Maintenance Tips
Maintaining an above ground pool is easier than you might think. Regular cleaning 
and balancing of chemicals can keep your pool inviting and safe all year round.

Custom Features by Pools By Jordan
Pools By Jordan in Largo, FL can customize your pool with decks, lighting, and even 



heating systems to enhance your swimming experience and extend its usability 
during cooler months.

Seasonal Care and Use
Learn how to winterize your pool and manage it during intense sun exposure, 
ensuring longevity and enjoyment for years to come.

Why Pools By Jordan in Largo FL?
With a local presence and specialized knowledge, Pools By Jordan offers unmatched 
service and insights into the best pool solutions for Floridians.

Customer Stories
Hear from satisfied customers in Largo, FL who have transformed their homes with 
the help of Pools By Jordan.

Conclusion
Choosing the right above ground pool involves considering several factors, but with 
expert guidance from Pools By Jordan in Largo, FL, you’re sure to find a pool that fits 
your needs, enhances your home, and offers endless fun and relaxation for the 
whole family.

FAQs

Whether you’re splashing around on a hot day or lounging by the water on a cool 
evening, the right above ground pool can make all the difference in enhancing your 
Florida lifestyle. With Pools By Jordan in Largo, FL, you’re in expert hands.
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 What is the most durable type of above ground pool?

 How long does it take to install an above ground pool?

 What is the average cost of an above ground pool from Pools By Jordan?

 How often should I maintain my above ground pool?

 Can I customize my above ground pool with specific features?
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